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Under 12’s
Forthcoming Fixtures
Sunday

May 5th

Richmond Town

Away

We still need to arrange another match v Richmond Town which will now have to be played away.

Under 8’s
Sunday

May 12th
The League are running an Under 8 Tournament on Cup
Final day so that they feel part of the whole League. Catterick Garrison
AWS Ground 10.00 registration. This is likely to be a “big” event. Medals
to all players.

Presentation Afternoon. We are now having it in the afternoon on the field with a BBQ
on Sunday 23rd June. 2.30 KO. There will be competitions etc. This is one time when
all the age groups, parents and supporters get together. It is proposed the Club provides
the basic sausages etc with the parents asked to bring salads, puds and sunshine. Louise
Metcalfe is coordinating supplies. A spreadsheet for those able to bring food will be
available at training. There will be a raffle.
Next Season
Now very much on our minds. We hope to run 3 League Teams but still need more help
on the field. We are wholly dependent on volunteers. Each age group will, also need to
appoint a Team Secretary whose job will be to liaise with me and mainly to ensure the
right players are in the right place at the right time. It is mainly a telephone/text job. This
is a must.
300 Club
The Sports Company which provides the pavilion, field and MUGA relies heavily on
running a 300 Club and 2Dales JFC is expected to sell 90 tickets for 2013/14 @£10.
These are available from myself so please subscribe to one or more. We need to sell some
more tickets yet. Monthly cash prizes.
Subscriptions.
While on the subject of money, we are coming up to our financial year end and there are
still a number of outstanding subscriptions. I will be chasing you.
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